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We present 93Nb, 207Pb and 135,137Ba NMR study of multiferroic lead iron niobate and barium iron niobate
ceramics. We ascribe development of NMR spectra on cooling below room temperature to magnetism of ferric ions
close to resonating nuclei and introduce a framework capable of describing key features of the observed temperature
induced changes. We show that the ferric ions have much stronger in�uence on hyper�ne �elds at nuclei of large
cations in lead compound and estimate strength of interaction of superantiferromagnetic clusters.
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1. Introduction

Lead iron niobate PbFe0.5Nb0.5O3 (PFN) has been
subject of interest because of its magnetoelectric prop-
erties. It forms solid solution with barium iron niobate
BaFe0.5Nb0.5O3 (BFN). Substitution of Pb by Ba has
been reported to signi�cantly alter magnetic properties
of the material [1].
PFN and BFN are ABO3 compounds and form per-

ovskite crystal structure, Ba and Pb ions occupy A sites,
Nb and Fe share the B sites. The only magnetic ions in
the compounds are the ferric ions; since they share the
B sublattice with non-magnetic Nb the resulting disorder
plays key role in magnetic properties [2].
Upon cooling the system undergoes several ferroelec-

tric and magnetic phase transitions [1, 3, 4]. While
the ferroelectric transitions happen above room tem-
perature (RT) the magnetic ones take place well below
it. PFN becomes partly antiferromagnetic (AFM) below
TN = 147 K while remainder of material forms superan-
tiferromagnetic clusters (SAF). Part of the SAF clusters
freezes below temperature Tg = 10 K thus forming a
cluster glass (CG). In BFN only transition from para-
magnetic to CG phase has been observed at temperature
Tg = 25 K [1].
In this paper we discuss temperature induced changes

of 93Nb and large cations (207Pb and 135,137Ba) NMR
spectra in PFN and BFN. We propose that observed
changes of spectral shapes can be understood in terms of
simple model based on in�uence of nearest neighbor (nn)
ferric ions on resonant nuclei.

2. Experimental

Ceramic samples of PFN and BFN were prepared by
solid state reaction route. For technological reasons the
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PFN sample contained addition of lithium. Phase purity
was checked by X-ray.
Frequency swept NMR spectra were measured in

9.41 T NMR cryomagnet (Larmor frequencies corre-
sponding to magnet �eld are: 97.96 MHz for 93Nb,
83.73 MHz for 207Pb, 44.48 MHz for 137Ba and
39.76 MHz for 135Ba) using modi�ed (Q)CPMG pulse
sequence where all echoes are recorded. Well matched
tunable probeheads were used in all experiments except
for these at temperatures below 4.2 K which were per-
formed using a non-tuned broadband probehead. Spectra
are plotted either as an integral of Fourier-transformed
echo taken in interval ±(0.1−0.3) MHz around excita-
tion frequency (ft-integral), or as envelope of Fourier-
transformed echoes recorded at individual excitation fre-
quencies (ft-envelope). In presented temperature depen-
dences of 93Nb and 207Pb spectra only the �rst echo
was used for evaluation in order to show broad spec-
tral component (see below), in 135,137Ba spectra several
tens of echoes were necessary to obtain good signal-to-
noise ratio.

3. Results and discussion

93Nb spectra (Fig. 1) can generally be seen as super-
position of three components: broad, narrow and very
narrow. Broad components have faster transversal relax-
ation than the narrow and very narrow ones. The very
narrow component in BFN spectrum is more di�cult
to detect � one needs to exclude �rst recorded echo
from evaluation in order to suppress the broad compo-
nent and make the much weaker narrow and very nar-
row ones observable. At RT narrow and broad compo-
nents are of similar linewidths. While width of the nar-
row components increases noticeably on cooling, much
more substantial broadening is observed on the broad
ones. On further cooling the broad components vanish
below 60 K and 50 K and gradually reappear below 20 K
and 5 K in BFN and PFN, respectively. This behav-
ior appears to be governed by temperature dependence
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of transversal relaxation. Width of the broad compo-
nents at lowest temperatures exceeds available tuning
range and its center is signi�cantly shifted from Larmor
frequency corresponding to the applied magnetic �eld.

Fig. 1. 93Nb NMR spectra of BFN (left) and PFN
(right) at selected temperatures. Points correspond to
ft-integral evaluation, lines correspond to more detailed
ft-envelope. Two di�erent evaluations are presented for
296 K spectrum of PFN, �rst uses only the �rst recorded
echo and shows the broad component, second uses the
remaining recorded echoes and shows the narrow and
very narrow components (this spectrum is magni�ed by
factor of 10). Spurious NMR signal originating in cop-
per coil can be seen in PFN spectra.

In Fig. 2 there is 93Nb spectrum of PFN at 3.1 K where
whole broad component can be seen. In contrast to tem-
peratures above 50 K has its center frequency shifted
almost 20 MHz above 93Nb Larmor frequency and the
shift is dependent on sequential number of echo used
for evaluation.

Spectra of 207Pb in PFN and 135,137Ba in BFN are
shown in Fig. 3, in general these can be seen as combina-
tion of narrow and broad component as well. The 207Pb
line shows monotonous broadening of both components
upon cooling and whole line vanishes at temperatures
below 30 K. The 135,137Ba lines in BFN broaden upon
cooling as well, below 150 K broad components appear
in the spectra.

Our 93Nb data on PFN ceramics are in good agree-
ment with the previously published results [5]. The very
narrow component in PFN has been ascribed to central
transition of 93Nb in Fe-poor regions [5]. This component
is weaker in BFN than in PFN, which indicates that in
BFN the distribution of Fe is likely more homogeneous.

Fig. 2. Ft-integral 93Nb NMR spectra of PFN at 3.1 K
evaluated from di�erent echoes in QCPMG pulse se-
quence (echo-to-echo separation was set to 40 µs) show-
ing modulation of spectral shape by transversal relax-
ation. At 156 MHz there is 7Li NMR signal.

Fig. 3. 135,137Ba and 207Pb spectra of BFN and PFN
at selected temperatures. Points correspond to ft-
integral evaluation, lines correspond to more detailed
ft-envelope.

General similarity of temperature behavior of BFN
and PFN 93Nb spectra implies similar sequence of mag-
netic phase transitions in both systems.
Width of observed resonance lines is given by two fac-

tors: electron magnetism of nearby ferric ions and elec-
tric quadrupole interaction of nucleus with its close sur-
roundings (except 207Pb which is spin 1/2 nucleus with
no quadrupole moment). The quadrupole interaction is
sensitive to structural transformations � its contribution
should not change signi�cantly unless con�guration of nn
ions changes. Since the structural transformations take
place above RT we consider the magnetism to be the re-
sponsible for the dramatic changes of spectra below RT.
It is clear from width of spectra that the additional

�elds due to electron magnetism are at order of few T
� about an order of magnitude larger than can be
expected for dipole �elds. We propose that trans-
ferred hyper�ne �elds are responsible for presence of
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broad components in spectra of all non-magnetic ions.
The transferred �elds arise as follows: Electrons from
valence s-shell of target non-magnetic ion are polarized
by adjacent ferric ions by mechanism resembling superex-
change interaction. The polarized s-electrons then create
strong contact magnetic �eld on nucleus of the target ion.
Contribution of each ferric ion to this �eld is parallel with
its magnetic moment.
Following model can be applied to shed light on pres-

ence of narrow and broad components in observed spec-
tra: Total transferred �eld on a particular nucleus is a
superposition of transferred �elds generated by individ-
ual nn ferric ions in B sites (a non-magnetic ion in A or
B site has 8 or 6 nn B sites respectively, which can be oc-
cupied by the ferric ions). The individual contributions
to the total transferred �eld can either cancel out, or give
rise to a strong transferred �eld. To simplify discussion,
we assume that magnetic moments of the nn ferric ions
are collinear and that all nn ferric ions are equivalent in
terms of strength of the transferred �elds which they gen-
erate on nucleus of target non-magnetic ion. Under the
assumptions, two distinct situations arise: either num-
bers of spin up and spin down ferric nn are equal, or they
are not. In the �rst case the total transferred �eld van-
ishes and the ion contributes to the narrow component
(which is only broadened by much weaker dipole �elds).
In the second case there is a signi�cant transferred �eld
on nucleus and the ion contributes to the broad compo-
nent.
In paramagnetic region well above TN rapid �uctua-

tions of magnetic moments lead to low time-average of
their contribution to local �eld on resonant nuclei and
resonance lines are narrow. On cooling the �uctuations
slow down, distributions of time-averaged dipole and
transferred �elds broaden, hence narrow as well as broad
component of resonance lines broaden. Slowing of local
�elds �uctuations also increases e�ciency of transversal
relaxations which eventually leads to vanishing of broad
components on 93Nb spectra and of entire 207Pb spec-
trum. As temperature is lowered even further the �uc-
tuations are gradually extinguished and the broad com-
ponents reappear in spectra. There is no distinct line
on frequency of 207Pb resonance in PFN at lowest tem-
peratures � either the resonance line is too broad to be
unambiguously identi�ed or the transversal relaxations
are still too fast at these temperatures.
We ascribe the broad component of PFN and BFN

93Nb spectra at the lowest temperatures to frozen SAF
clusters. Overall shift of the component to high frequen-
cies shows that there is preferential orientation of mag-
netic moments of the clusters parallel with the applied
�eld. Such preference indicates that inter-cluster inter-
actions, responsible for freezing of SAF cluster glass, are
of strength comparable to that of interaction of individ-
ual clusters with the applied magnetic �eld.

From large cation spectra it can be seen that 207Pb in
PFN is in�uenced by ferric ions much more profoundly
than 135,137Ba in BFN. Despite 207Pb being spin 1/2
nucleus (hence sensitive solely to broadening by mag-
netic interactions), its resonance line is much broader
than these of 135,137Ba which at temperatures above
200 K are mainly broadened by quadrupole interaction
(ratio of widths of 135,137Ba lines approximately corre-
sponds to ratio of quadrupole moments of the isotopes).
In 135,137Ba spectra magnetic broadening becomes signi�-
cant only at lower temperatures where broad components
emerge and ratio of widths of the narrow components ap-
proaches that of gyromagnetic ratios of the nuclei. This
shows that in PFN the local magnetic �elds generated by
nn ferric ions on 207Pb nuclei in A sites are much higher
than in these �elds on 135,137Ba in A sites in BFN.

4. Conclusions

Presented NMR spectra can be interpreted in terms of
e�ect of nn ferric ions on resonating nuclei. The spectra
indicate similar sequence of magnetic transitions in both
materials on cooling. Local magnetic �elds generated by
ferric ions on nuclei in A sites are much weaker in BFN
than in PFN. SAF clusters freeze preferentially with their
magnetic moments parallel with applied magnetic �eld,
thus providing upper-bound estimate of inter-cluster in-
teraction strength.
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